Welcome!

Welcome to the IHTSDO SNOMED CT Editorial Advisory Group Space in Confluence.

This page is where the SNOMED CT Editorial Advisory Group (EAG) members and observers may share information and collaborate. Current members of the Advisory Group can be seen in the Team Members page.

If you have any questions, please visit the User Guide or send an email to confluence-support@ihtsdo.org.

Space Content

This project contains the following pages:

- **Meeting Information** - containing login/call-in information, agendas, briefing papers, minutes of meeting, etc.
- **Documents** - containing documents that the group is working on
- **Discussions** - A "space" where members and observers can start or participate in discussions on editorial policy
- **Subprojects** - The "space" where subprojects or specific pieces of work for collaboration are located
- **Space Actions** - The "space" containing a list of all actions of the EAG
- **Team Members** - The list of the members of the group

Announcements

**Blog Posts**

- Blog: **Content Improvements in the Substance and Product Hierarchies - 2020-Feb-20** created by Farzaneh Ashrafi 2020-Feb-20
  
  SNOMED CT Editorial Advisory Group

- Blog: **Content Improvements in the Substance and Product Hierarchies** created by Farzaneh Ashrafi 2019-Dec-03
  
  SNOMED CT Editorial Advisory Group

- Blog: **Devices Hierarchy Briefing Note** created by Suzanne Santamaria 2019-Aug-26
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- Blog: **Quality Initiative (QI) weekly project status** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2018-Nov-22
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- Blog: **DRUGS Briefing update** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2018-Oct-17
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- Blog: **DRUGS/SUBSTANCES DEMONSTRATION release available** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2018-Sep-21
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- Blog: **Drug and Substance changes in Jul2018 international release** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2018-Mar-12
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- Blog: **Substance changes in Jan2018 international release** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2017-Oct-14
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- Blog: **Substance Disposition updates available for review** created by Phuong Skovgaard 2017-Sep-12
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- Blog: **Drug Model Guidelines Available for Review** created by Toni Morrison 2017-Feb-03
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